International DX Digest

Foreign DX Catches. Times are UTC, for EET, subtract 5 hrs.

Olle Alen sends in some info from Sweden this week. Thanks! Welcome to Gregory Johnson, reporting for the first time with his Superadio II; also welcome to Gilles Michaud, with a batch of upgrades from the annual CDX DXpedition south of Montreal.

JL-OH
Jeffrey Lerner, 233 Pasadena, Toledo, OH 43612: Panasonic RX-5000A

AS-VA

IM-HG
Hugh Montgomery Jr., Bethel, OH: equipment as before.

REH-ON
Chuck Reh, Lebanon, OH: R-390A, Santana Loop, Realistic TR-3000 100 6v6 tube mix.

DS-DE
Dave Schmidt, New Castle, DE: HQ180A SM-2, Superadio II

DB-DE
Dave Braun, Wyoming, DE: R-5000, Palomar Loop

DB-VA
Dave Braun, Falls Church, VA: K-5000, longwave.

Jim Renfrew
61 Wilcox Street
Rochester, NY 14607-3832

855 SPAIN Murcia et al., 11/3 0630 - Parallel 585 and probable parallel 774. Audio in Spanish from 0500 on 585, appears later on 585, 774. All fade before 0600. Spanish audio, not language recognizable. [JH-BOK] 11/13 0500 - Spanish news by woman // 774; fair in WDEH slop.

891 ALGERIA Algiers, 11/8 0125 - talk by woman, Arabic-type music; good. [MC-MA]

954 SPAIN Madrid, 11/8 0134 - excellent with romantic Spanish vocal. [MC-MA]

999 SPAIN Madrid, 11/8 0521 - excellent with man in Spanish; slight CKBD splatter. [MC-MA]

1004 MOROCCO Sebaa Asfour, 11/8 0535 - muffled Arabic-speaking talk. [MC-MA] 11/15 0255 - Mostly poor with occasionally strong fading sound (fader?) with Arabic music and Arabic male announcer. Some 1467/1050 slop. No ID but it sure sounds like Moroccan [REOCH].

1004 MOROCCO / SPAIN, 11/8 0250 - female Arabic vocal over/under Spanish talk and growl. 11/16 0025 Spanish and Arabic evenly mixed; low ground present. [MC-MA]

1044 SPAIN San Sebastian, 11/5 0525 - Spanish talk atop chaos, strong. [MC-MA]

1053 unID, 11/8 0541 - huge open carrier. [MC-MA]

1089 INGLAND, 11/5 2355 - English talk, then rock music, briefly good with W9AL plased. [MC-MA]

1098 CANARY ISLANDS / SPAIN, 11/8 0519 - Spanish talk noted with WAVE plased. 11/16 0615 - women in Spanish; mushy audio; over other. [MC-MA]

1134 CROATIA Zadar (presumed), 11/3 0420 - First noted at 0420 as hot, strongest at 0500 with traces of audio. Come at 0535, perfect pattern for Zadar, losing part their dawn. [HS-BO]

12151 ALBANIA/ESTONIA, 11/3 0200 - Carder here, peaked at 0300 (Tirana dawn), then gone until reappeared at 0533 which would be perfect for dawn in Estonia. [JH-BOK]